This paper studies real-time gross settlement (RTGS), which is a trend in interbank settlement systems. We provide a theoretical analysis of settlement efficiency by focusing on the importance of the interconnected features of underlying payment networks. Specifically, we develop a graph-theoretic model to investigate a general class of payment networks, and examine the network factors that contribute to the lower bound and upper bound of the required settlement fund. The lower bound and upper bound are considered through a relevant minimization/maximization problem formulated on a weighted multi-arrow directed graph. We succeed in characterizing the lower bound and upper bound with two kinds of network factors: domain factor and synchronization factor. For given obligations, each domain refers to how far one unit of a settlement fund can circulate to settle the obligations, and the synchronization factor refers to how those domains are mutually consistent in the dynamics of the settlement. The main contribution of this study is to reveal the qualitative aspect of the synchronization factor with regard to two original concepts (arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted ) that are formally defined on a directed graph. We further examine the quantitative aspect of the synchronization factor for realworld payment networks, through examining networks with clustered structures and small-world structures. We show that increase of obligations has non-linear effect on the required settlement fund through the synchronization factor.
Introduction
In developed countries, a considerably large part of economic activity is facilitated by forming interbank financial obligations.
1 Interbank settlement systems are used to settle these interbank obligations with finality. The volume of the settlements is significant and is becoming larger. In 2011, the European interbank settlement system TARGET2 processed an average of 348,000 daily payments worth about 2.4 trillion euros. The corresponding U.S. system Fedwire processed an average of 506,000 daily payments worth about 2.6 trillion dollars. In Japan, the interbank settlement system BOJ-NET processed an average of 53,000 daily payments worth about 1 trillion U.S. dollars. The volumes and amounts of transfers and their central role in the functioning of the overall financial system raised concerns among policymakers and regulators regarding their methods of processing settlements. The traditional way of processing settlements has been conducted on a designated-time basis whereby obligations are collected until a certain designated time. Since obligations that relate to each other are offset(netted), the traditional systems are referred to as designated-time net settlement (DTNS) systems. However, against the backdrop of the expanding volume of obligations and technological advances for real-time transactions, many interbank settlement systems have changed and now settle obligations on a realtime basis. Since obligations are essentially no longer offset against each other but are instead settled on an individual gross basis, the systems are collectively referred to as real-time gross settlement (RTGS) systems.
2
Although RTGS helps to mitigate the risk of a cascade of defaults, which is a problem inherent in DTNS, it tends to require a large amount of intraday liquidity (i.e., funds available for settlement).
3 Since the provision of intraday liquidity by a central bank 4 changes the relevant risk to the central bank in the form of a daylight overdraft, interest or collateral is required for borrowers. Thus, liquidity is costly in the form of either explicit fees or opportunity cost of collateral.
5
We consider settlement efficiency 6 under RTGS, in terms of the required amount of intraday liquidity, from the perspective that a larger requirement for intraday liquidity implies a larger cost of settlement overall.
7 In particular, we analyze network-relevant factors in order to examine settlement efficiency. As described in several articles, 8 real-2 Fedwire changed to RTGS in 1982, the Clearing House Automated Payments System (CHAPS) began using it in 1996, and BOJ-NET adopted in 2001. The World Bank (2013) documented that 116 of 139 surveyed countries have adopted RTGS up to 2010. Bech and Hobijn (2007) examined the diffusion process of RTGS and considered spillover effects in the adoption of RTGS through trade relationships.
3 A comparison of RTGS and DTNS is beyond the scope of this paper, but has been examined in Kahn, McAndrews, and Roberds (2003) . 4 It is rarely observed that intraday liquidity is financed through the market. Martin and McAndrews (2010) considered the possibility of designing a market for intraday reserves. They highlighted the positive aspect of such a market for information gathering; however, a limitation is the difficulty in managing intraday reserve needs for each bank. This could mean that the intraday market would be prone to delays, thus potentially prompting a central bank to intervene.
5 The cost of intraday liquidity has been considered, for example, by Beck and Soramäki (2001) . 6 Smoothness of settlement would also be a key element for settlement efficiency from the perspective that a delay in settlement could occur, as considered by Angelini (1998) , this element is not taken into account in our analysis, as clarified later.
7 From a broader perspective, the aim of our research is to examine the cost of settlement, assuming that a larger cost of settlement as a whole would somehow impair economic welfare. Such impairment might occur, for example, if the larger costs affect the lending behavior of the banking sector.
8 Network topology has been examined in terms of real-world payment networks by Soramäki, Bech, Arnold, Glass, and Beyeler (2007) with regard to Fedwire, by Rordam and Bech (2009) with regard to world payment networks are highly interconnected and we do not readily know about the importance of the interconnected features of underlying networks for settlement efficiency. This paper provides a theoretical analysis of this issue.
Our approach is to examine the lower bound and upper bound of a required settlement fund. Since the bounds are the basis for evaluating the required amount of a settlement fund in a real-world situation, this paper has fundamental importance for researches in this area. Our hypothesis is that when we examine the nature of RTGS, the lower bound and upper bound will depend on each network structure in a non-trivial manner. This is in contrast to suppositions in several researches.
9 Given the obligations among banks, the derivation of the lower bound of a required settlement fund would be trivial if we allowed offsetting obligations whenever possible. In an extreme situation where the aggregate amount owed and the aggregate amount claimed are the same for each bank, 10 the lower bound would be zero since all obligations can be offset. However, when RTGS has no offsetting scheme, as we have assumed, the lower bound is no longer zero and could depend on each network structure. When we turn to the derivation of upper bound, the amount would be simply derived as the sum of all the relevant obligations if we assume sufficiently "slow" RTGS. This assumption is made in the sense that the settlement could take a sufficiently long time and any different obligations could be settled effectively at the same time. In contrast, when we assume that RTGS works ideally, i.e., sufficiently fast to settle each obligation one by one, our prior extreme example shows that there is always a bank that can recycle liquidity and does not necessarily require the entire amount that is owed even under upper bound situations.
11 In this sense, our intention is to reveal the nature of RTGS with no offset or delay, which is a benchmark for the analysis of various realistic situations.
In order to examine our RTGS for a general class of payment networks, we develop a graph-theoretic model, whereby a network of obligations is expressed with a weighted directed graph. Our intention is to describe each settlement under RTGS in such a way that each obligation is settled in "relative order", 12 which is expressed with numbers (1, 2, 3, ...) on each arrow. 13 This expression with "relative order" enables us to consider
Danish interbank money flows, and by Inaoka, Ninomiya, Taniguchi, Shimizu, and Takayasu (2004) and Imakubo and Soejima (2010) with regard to BOJ-NET. 9 For example, in their evaluation of the simulated effects of gridlock resolution mechanisms, Beck and Soramäki (2001) made assumptions about the lower bound and upper bound in the same as discussed here.
10 For example, suppose that each of three banks A, B, and C has one unit of obligation to each other such that bank A owes bank B, bank B owes bank C, and bank C owes bank A. Here, our lower bound is one unit, while our upper-bound is two units. Although obligations are not interconnected in this example, in similar situations with larger banks, interconnection could appear. A relevant example appears later.
11 As mentioned in the prior footnote, our upper bound for the example with three banks is two units. The reason is that when each settlement is executed one by one there must be one bank that has received one unit of the settlement fund before it makes its payment.
12 Note that in most instances of real-world RTGS systems, obligations are not explicitly "ordered" by central mechanisms; instead, each obligation is settled in a decentralized manner. In this sense, a description with "relative order" is our method of modeling RTGS.
13 In our prior example in which each of three banks A, B, and C has one unit of obligation such that A owes B, B owes C, and C owes A, an example of "relative order" is that A is to settle first, then B, and lastly C. Together with this order, we observe that one unit of the settlement fund injected to bank the lower bound and upper bound for our RTGS with no offset or delay in relation to all possible orderings.
Specifically, we arrange each problem to derive the lower bound/upper bound as a minimization/maximization problem on the relevant weighted graph where the relevant number on the arrows is controlled, and where we term each as a min/max settlement fund circulation problem (min/max SFCP). We suspect that each min/max SFCP is non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard), although this is yet to be formally proved;
14 thus, our purpose is to characterize each problem in a way that reveals its economic significance, and not to consider its computational aspect.
In accordance with our purpose, we succeed in characterizing each min/max SFCP with two kinds of network-relevant factors. Our key analytical technique is a specific type of network decomposition that has been shown to be useful for "flow" networks.
15 This helps to separate mathematically the relevant "flow" factor from the relevant "ordering" factor. From an economic viewpoint, the former is referred to as a domain factor, and the latter, as a synchronization factor. For a given network of obligations, the domain factor refers to the extent to which each one unit of settlement fund can circulate to settle the obligations, while the synchronization factor refers to the mutual inconsistency of these circulations during the course of settlement. The main contribution of this paper is to reveal the qualitative aspect of the synchroniation factor with two of our original concepts, arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted, which are formally defined on a directed graph.
16
Specifically, with regard to the lower bound, the domain factor refers to efficient recycling of the settlement fund, while the synchronization factor, together with the concept of arrow-twisted, contributes to an increase of the lower bound by preventing the potentially efficient recycling of the settlement fund. With regard to the upper bound, the domain factor refers to the least efficient recycling of the settlement fund, while the synchronization factor, together with the concept of vertex-twisted, contributes to a decrease of the upper bound by making the least efficient recycling of the settlement fund impossible.
We further show the quantitative aspect of synchronization factor for real-world payment networks. Our approach is to focus on classes of network that capture key properties of real-world payment networks. The key properties observed in real-world payment networks has been discussed as the combination of high degree of clustering and relatively short average path lengths, as highlighted by Soramäki et al. (2007) with regard to Fedwire, by Rordam and Bech (2009) with regard to Danish interbank money flows, and by Inaoka et al. (2004) and Imakubo and Soejima (2010) with regard to BOJ-NET, This pair of properties is typically referred to as a small-world structure.
17 We show that increase of A circulates in order to settle all the obligations. Thus, "relative order" enables us to consider liquidity requirement.
14 We suspect that our problems are NP-hard from the perspective that each of them essentially requires a search of all the possible orderings on the arrows. Many such ordering problems are shown to be NP-hard as surveyed in Diaz, Petit, and Serna (2002) .
15 The problems and basic results of a flow network have been discussed by Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin (1993) .
16 From a purely mathematical perspective, two of our key concepts (arrow-twisted, vertex-twisted ) do not contribute to computation in the sense that each concept is computationally demanding if it were to be verified. This feature is consistent with our suspicion that the problems are NP-hard in the sense that computational difficulty would not be eliminated with our characterization. Instead, our purpose in introducing these mathematical concepts is to reveal inherent economically relevant logic.
17 Small-world structures have been considered by Watts and Strogatz (1998) , Watts (1999) , and broadly obligations has non-linear effect on the required settlement fund through the synchronization factor. Specifically, we show the non-linear effect through two features; one is termed as non-proportional feature, and the other as regime-change feature. The former refers to the effect on the amount of required settlement fund, while the latter refers to the effect on the order of settlement that attains lower/upper bound. The non-linear effect implies significance of synchronization factor and the relevant two concepts; arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted, in evaluating required settlement fund for real-world payment networks.
From a broad perspective, the distinctive feature of our two concepts, arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted, is their reference to dynamics. The concepts proposed in the literature of financial networks are largely static 18 because the main focus of such research is the examination of the consequence of balance-sheet linkage, excluding explicit settlement procedures.
19 Moreover, even in the literature of explicit settlement, inherent dynamic features have not been well captured; instead, cycles have been a key concept. Existence of cycle of obligations is discussed as a source of ill-functioning of settlement system by causing gridlock of settlement.
20 The study by Rotemberg (2011) is the closest to our analysis in theoretically examining certain lower bound of the required amount of settlement fund.
21 The paper showed that multiplicity of cycles is a source of inefficient circulation for a settlement fund. From the perspective of our characterization, multiplicity of cycles refers to the "domination" factor, which is a static concept. Indeed, the key contribution of our paper is to reveal that the static "domination" factor is insufficient; however a dynamic concept regarding the "synchronization" factor (captured with arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted ) is indispensable to an examination of the nature of RTGS. The dynamic aspect of RTGS has also been examined in simulation-based studies; Beck and Soramäki (2001) , or Galbiati and Soramäki (2011) . Our theoretical analysis complements them in clarifying the inherent complications relevant to the dynamics.
in subsequent literature for various types of networks beyond payment networks.
18 With regard to the analysis of financial contagion, the implications of the "connectedness" or "connectivity" of networks have been extensively examined by Allen and Gale (2000) , Freixas, Parigi, and Rochet (2000) , Lagunoff and Schreft (2001) , Cifuentes, Shin, and Ferrucci (2005) , Nier, Yang, Yorulmazer, and Alentorn (2007) , Caballero and Simsek (2009) , Gai and Kapadia (2010) , Castiglionesi and Navarro (2008) , Allen, Babus, and Carletti (2010) , Battiston, Gatti, Gallegati, Greenwald, and Stiglitz (2012a), and Zawadowski (2013) . Simulation studies for examining the contribution of connectivity and concentration have been conducted by Battiston, Gatti, Gallegati, Greenwald, and Stiglitz (2012b) and Nier et al. (2007) . Statistical concepts that refer to concentration have been proposed by Elsinger, Lehar, and Summer (2006) and Cont, Moussa, and Santos (2013) . 19 In the literature of financial contagion and systemic risk, the settlement aspect has been ignored or specific well-managed settlement procedures have been assumed, as in the case of Eisenberg and Noe (2001) .
20 Beck and Soramäki (2001) presented a simulation study that considers the seriousness of gridlock in the context of gridlock resolution mechanisms.
21 Rotemberg (2011) examined a class with an Euler graph. We include this class in our investigation. Appendix A.7 presents the graph.
Model

Network of obligations
Networks of obligations are regarded here as interbank obligations in interbank settlement systems. A network of obligations is modeled here as a weighted multi-arrow directed graph. We refer to a network of obligations as an f-Network, defined as a triplet N f =< V, A, f >, which consists of the following.
• Vertices. These are a set V of participants of the settlement system. |V | denotes the number of vertices.
• Arrows. These are a set A = {(v, w, n)|v, w ∈ V, n = 1, 2, ...}. |A| denotes the number of arrows. Each arrow expresses the relation of the obligation between a pair of subjects such that v owes w. The indices explicitly allow different obligations among the same participants. If there is no such multiplicity, all the indices are set as 1. The indices are usually not mentioned in order to avoid cumbersome notation.
• Flow. This is a function f : A → R + , which indicates the amount of each obligation.
Throughout the paper, we confine ourselves to a class of f-Networks that are closed, as defined below.
This states that for each participant v ∈ V , the aggregate amount that the participant pays, f 
Real-time gross settlement
For each network of obligations expressed with an f-Network N f =< V, A, f >, a settlement procedure using RTGS is modeled with fsp-Network
• sequence is one-to-one mapping s : A → {1, 2, .., |A|} indicating the relative order of settlement; and
• potential is a function p : V → R 0+ indicating the amount of settlement fund input to each subject.
Our real-time feature of settlement is incorporated in the assumption that s : A → {1, 2, ..., |A|} is one-to-one, whereby for "slower" settlement, two different obligations could be settled effectively at the same time in terms of the required settlement fund. Our gross feature is incorporated in the assumption that s : A → {1, 2, .., |A|} is onto; all the arrows are attached with some order. A description of the offsetting scheme would require offset obligations to be excluded from the set of arrows that are attached with some order.
In order for an fsp-Network to describe the settlement procedure, we introduce an additional property for an fsp-Network; the e-covered (exact covered) property. The e-covered property consists of two requirements: one is that there is no shortage of settlement fund at any point of settlement, the other is that there is no redundant settlement fund that is not used for any of the settlements.
We prepare to define the former part of no shortage as the covered property. Given fsp-Network (V, A, f, s, p), let t = 0, 1, .., |A| be a period where payment arg a s(a) = t is settled at the beginning of each period. The amount of settlement fund received by v ∈ V at period t is denoted as f
, while the amount paid to the others is denoted as f
We denote p t (v) as the amount of settlement fund held by v ∈ V at the end of period t, where 
Figure 2 shows our representation of fsp-Networks that are e-covered.
We also clarify the e-covered property by presenting a minimization problem (Problem A) and associated lemma.
(Problem A: minimization among covered fsp-Networks) 
Lemma 1. For Problem A, < V, A, f, s, p > that attains the minimum value is e-covered and unique.
The result is immediate in terms of the definition of e-covered. With regard to the network of obligations within a closed f-Network, we examine the required intraday liquidity in terms of e-covered fsp-Networks. Each e-covered fsp-Network indicates the amount of intraday liquidity that must be injected by the central bank for each bank, assuming that the order is already determined and that banks have not initially prepared any settlement fund. When < V, A, f, s, p > is e-covered, we term
The lower bound and upper bound of a required settlement fund
We examine the lower bound and upper bound of a required settlement fund by using the following scenario of an interbank settlement system.
Interbank settlement system
• Each morning, exogenous obligations to be settled within a day are expressed as a closed < V, A, f >. Banks indicated by V have no settlement fund at hand.
• Settlement timing is randomly determined. Each timing is expressed as < V, A, f, s >.
• Intraday liquidity is injected by the central bank when necessary. Each injection is expressed as e-covered < V, A, f, s, p >.
• At the end of the day, all injected liquidity is returned to the central bank.
In this scenario, our lower bound and upper bound are derived from the following problems, with each termed as the min/max settlement fund circulation problem(SFCP).
We term the values derived by each min/max SFCP as min/max circulation and denote them as
Remarks
• One reason why we focus on closed f-Networks is to be consistent with our scenario that all injected liquidity is to be returned after all obligations are settled. In our view, even when we include a non-closed f-Network in our problems, the key insights revealed in our subsequent analyses regarding the importance of interconnected features would be intact, while mathematical tractability would be considerably impaired.
• In real-world interbank settlement systems, obligations emerge in the course of a day, in contrast to our scenario where obligations that are to be settled in a day are all fixed. This reflects our analytical strategy whereby we extract the implications of differences in the relative order of settlement for each fixed network structure, thus avoiding the inherent difficulty in dealing simultaneously with varying relative order and varying network structure.
Overview of the main results
Since we need to take several steps in order to present our main results, we provide an overview here. With regard to min/max SFCP, our results are summarized as follows.
x min/max (.) = ("flow" relevant part) + ("order" relevant part). domain factor synchronization factor
Theorem 4 presents our formal presentation of the above separation into two parts. It also shows our characterization of the first part of the equation with the concept of domination, which refers to the extent each unit of a settlement fund can circulate, or the domain in which each settlement fund can circulate.
With regard to the second part of the equation, our characterization is presented in Lemma 3 for the minimization problem with our arrow-twisted concept, and in Lemma 4 for the maximization problem with our vertex-twisted concept. The two twisted concepts in unison refer to the synchronization of settlement. This demonstrates how each circulation implied by the concept of domination is inconsistent with each other. Each of the two twisted concepts reveals an aspect of synchronization inconsistency of settlement. This relation is formally clarified in Lemma 5.
As mentioned in the introduction, the domination factor applies to the static aspect of problems, while the synchronization factor applies to the dynamic aspect of problems. In this sense, the results relevant to the synchronization factor reveal the essential dynamic nature of RTGS.
Remarks
• Our summary equation implies that a specific change of an underlying network can be decomposed into two effects. In our discussion paper version 22 , we define a group of network transformations and present the effects in terms of the subsequent analysis of this paper. The group of network transformations examined is sufficient in the sense that any change of an f-Network can be expressed with a combination of these transformations. The following summarizes the relevant results with a symbolic expression ∆ transf orm . This refers to the extent to which minimum/maximum circulation is changed by each of our network transformation operations on the input closed f-Network.
Preliminary Analysis
We say that an f-Network is not connected when we can separate its vertices into two groups with no arrow between them. Throughout this article, without loss of generality we focus on f-Networks that are connected.
Closed cycle decomposition
Our approach is based on the observation that a closed f-Network can be decomposed into several closed f-Networks. Decomposition of an f-Network is an algebraic notion on f-Networks, that is naturally derived from the addition on real numbers.
Formally, we state that an f-Network
A specific type of decomposition, which we term as closed cycle decomposition is critical for the analyses of min/max SFCP. In this decomposition, each decomposed f-Network is closed, and consists of one cycle. The decomposition in Figure 3 is a closed cycle decomposition. We formally define cycle, and closed cycle decomposition below.
Given a multi-arrow directed graph < V, A >, we denote a set of vertices included in 
Figure 3: Example of decomposition of an f-Network
For each decomposed f-Network, the flow value is constant, which allows us to express each flow value in the center of each f-Network.
where each consecutive ordered pair of vertices consists of A ′ . The same arrow is not allowed to appear more than once in a path, but the same vertex is allowed to appear more than once. A ′ ⊆ A is a cycle if A ′ is a path that starts and ends at the same vertex. We say that a cycle is punctured if it includes an intermediate vertex more than once and non-punctured otherwise. For a directed graph G, we denote C G as the set of cycles included in G and refer to it as the cycle set of G.
Our formal definition of closed cycle decomposition is as follows. Note that closed cycle decomposition is allowed to include decomposed f-Networks that consist of one punctured cycle. With a slight abuse of notation, we specifically write
where f c denotes a constant function whose value is referred to as the cycle value of c. , v 2 , 1) . Further, we say that V A ′ consists of a cycle, and for v ∈ V A ′ , we say that v belongs to cycle A ′ . We denote a set of cycles to which v belongs as C v . Given a set of cycles C, we denote the set of arrows included in each cycle of C as A C ≡ {a|a ∈ c, c ∈ C}, and similarly denote V C .
A cycle endowed with
We have the following result for closed cycle decomposition.
Theorem 1 (Ford and Fulkerson (1962) ).
Any closed f-Network can always be closed cycle decomposed.
Note that the above theorem does not ensure uniqueness 24 of closed cycle decomposition, although Figure 3 shows a case of uniqueness.
We turn to decomposition of an fsp-Network, which is defined similarly to that of an f-Network. Formally, we say that an fsp-Network
each sequence s k is consistent with s in the sense that the ordering is preserved, and 
Lemma 2. e-covered decomposition Given a closed f-Network < V, A, f >, for any e-covered fsp-Network
Proof. See Appendix A.1. 
Characterization of the min/max SFCP
The purpose of this section is to characterize min/max SFCP with relevant network concepts. The first step is to rearrange the original form min/max SFCP using closed cycle decomposition.
Note that in Figure 4 , an e-covered fsp-Network that attains the min circulation is expressed with decomposed e-covered fsp-Networks, such that summing up the potentials of the decomposed fsp-Networks gives the min circulation as 30 = 20 + 10. Similarly, Figure 5 shows the case of max circulation, i.e., 70 = 40 + 30. Further, the next two theorems show that each of the min/max SFCPs is rewritten in a form for selecting closed cycle decomposition and the relevant sequence, while the original form is effectively used just to select the sequence for the given closed f-Network. Inserting this seemingly redundant step is later shown to be useful. Below, we denote a closed cycle decomposition of
, where C N f represents all the possible sets of cycles consistent with the closed cycle decomposition of N f .
Theorem 2. min SFCP in decomposed form
Given a closed f-Network N f =< V, A, f >, the following problem gives the same value as
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
The above decomposed forms of the min/max SFCP need to be rearranged so as to reveal their own worth. Each of the decomposed form problems is to be separated into decomposition choice part and sequence choice part. First, we define a sub-problem for each min/max SFCP, each of which corresponds to the sequence choice part.
(sub-problem for min SFCP)
Given a closed f-Network N f and its closed cycle decomposition that is characterized
(sub-problem for max SFCP) Given a closed f-Network N f and its closed cycle decomposition that is characterized
, where |c| denotes the number of arrows that constitute cycle c.
We denote each value as R min/max (N f , C, {f c } c∈C ), which we refer to as the residual at this stage. Note that for a closed < V, A, f > and its closed cycle decomposition
possibly not e-covered. For our purpose, we define R max (.) only when we can derive some value for the above maximization problem. Now, we rewrite the min/max SFCP in each separated form.
(min SFCP in separated form)
Given
Note that the above maximization problem is defined for a closed cycle decomposition that lets R max (.) have some value. The above separated form is still not well separated in the sense that it does not explicitly refer to which kind of closed cycle decomposition is to be chosen. Moreover, the economic meaning of each part is not explicit. We address these issues as discussed below.
Property of domination and min/max SFCP
For a closed f-Network shown in the left of Figure 6 , min circulation is derived as 30, which, for example, is realized with the fsp-Network shown in the right of the figure.
In Figure 7 , observe that the same f-Network is closed cycle decomposed into different numbers of closed f-Networks. The minimum circulation is derived with the decomposition that has the smallest number of cycles, which is expressed by the notion of domination formally defined below. 
Note that dominated is well-defined since a closed cycle decomposition with the same cycle set C leads to a unique value of ∑ c∈C f c for a given closed cycle decomposition, although there is room for the choice of flow for each cycle. In particular, we say that c ∈ C G singular dominates
We say that a set of cycles C has no domination if there exist no
Note that any punctured cycle dominates the set of its component non-punctured cycles. For example in Figure 7 , a punctured cycle
Although the number of decomposed cycles seemingly is a determinant of the dominated relation, Figure 8 shows that this is not always true.
denotes an undominated closed cycle decomposition.
Theorem 4. min/max circ. with undominated closed cycle decomposition
Given a closed f-Network , where
Furthermore, we have
, where
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
The above theorem separates each lower bound and upper bound into two parts. The former value is shown to be characterized by undominated closed cycle decomposition. In the economic sense, undominated closed cycle decomposition refers to the extent each unit of a settlement fund can circulate, or in which domain it can circulate.
Note that although the above theorem expresses each min/max circulation with undominated closed cycle decomposition, it is also possible that dominated closed cycle decomposition derives the same min/max circulation under the previous separated form expression, where the residual takes a different value. We proceed to show that the residual defined for each closed cycle decomposition has an economic interpretation.
Property of arrow-twist and min SFCP
Let the f-Network shown in the left of Figure 9 be our input for the min SFCP. We know that the fsp-Network shown in the right of the figure realizes its min circulation as 40. The min circulation is derived with the closed cycle decomposition shown in Figure  10 . We confirm that the residual is obtained as 10. In our search for sources of the nonzero residual, we focus on the two decomposed cycles. For each of the cycles, we take a sequence such that it increases along the direction indicated by its arrows, which lets the required settlement fund become smaller. Suppose that we start with the arrow (v f , v a ). Then, focusing on the two other arrows (v b , v c ) and (v d , v e ), the left cycle sequence for (v b , v c ) needs to be smaller than (v d , v e ) while the opposite is true for the right cycle. We observe that both such sequences cannot be realized for the original f-Network. What we have examined here economically amounts to examining a hypothetical settlement in installments with respect to the three obligations expressed as (v f , v a ), (v b , v c ), and (v d , v e ). However, for obligations expressed by the original f-Network, each obligation needs be settled at once, i.e., hypothetical installments need to be synchronized for settlement. What we observe is inconsistency of synchronization of the settlement with respect to each domain. Such inconsistency is expressed by our concept of arrow-twisted, which we formally define below.
For Networks that include G =< V, A > and sequence s on A, let cycle c consists of arrows (a 1 , a 2 , ..a n , a n+1 = a 1 ) where a k = (v k , v k+1 ) for k = 1, 2, .., n. Then, the arrow-reverse number is defined as r atwi (c, s) = ∑ n k=1 1 {s(a k )>s(a k+1 )} . When there exist multiple ways to index arrows for a cycle and accordingly multiple values of the arrowreverse number (which is possible when the cycle is punctured), we set the arrow-reverse number as the minimum among them. We say that cycles in C ⊆ C G are in an arrowtwisted relation, or simply that they are arrow-twisted, if we cannot take any sequence s such that r atwi (c, s) = 1 for every c ∈ C. We say that cycles in C ⊆ C G are minimum arrow-twisted when there exists no arrow-twisted cycles C ′ ⊂ C. Going back to Figure  10 , the two decomposed cycles are arrow-twisted and minimum arrow-twisted. Note that minimum arrow-twisted cycles are not always a pair, as confirmed in Figure 11 .
The property of arrow-twist for a given f-Network among its cycle sets refers to whole relations of arrow-twisted among its cycle sets as well as their arrow-reverse numbers.
The following lemma is our main result on the relevance of the arrow-twist property for the residual part of the min SFCP.
Lemma 3. arrow-twisted and R min (.) Given a closed f-Network N f and its closed cycle decomposition that is characterized with
C ∈ C N f and {f c } c∈C , R min (N f , C, {f c } c∈C ) = 0
if and only if C is not arrow-twisted.
Proof. When C is not arrow-twisted, we can always take a sequence such that the arrowreverse number for every c ∈ C is 1. This lets us take
Conversely, when R min (.) = 0, we can always take the arrow-reverse number as 1 for all c ∈ C under any sequence that realizes R min (.) = 0. 
Property of vertex-twist and max SFCP
Let the f-Network shown in the left of Figure 12 be our input for the max PCP. We know that the fsp-Network shown in the right of the figure realizes its max circulation as 110. The max circulation is derived with the closed cycle decomposition shown in Figure 13 . We confirm that the residual is obtained as −10. In order to economically understand the existence of the residual, let us examine which type of sequence would attain the max circulation for the relevant obligations with respect to the three subjects v f , v b , and v d , each of which has multiple units to receive and pay. For the three subjects, the largest amount of the settlement fund would be required if each subject could make all its payments before its receipts. Let us examine how much such an order is possible, on the basis of the two decomposed cycles. For each of the cycles, let v f be the first to settle all its payments before its receipts. Now, examine in which order the other two subjects make the same settlement to require a larger amount of the settlement fund. The left cycle sequence for v b needs to come before v d , while the opposite is true for the right cycle. We observe that this way of settlement cannot be executed for obligations expressed with the original f-Network. What we have examined here is another type of inconsistency of synchronization, i.e., inconsistency regarding each subject, while what is referred to by the concept of arrow-twisted is inconsistency regarding obligation. This type of inconsistency is expressed by our concept of vertex-twisted, which we formally define below.
We prepare a different type of sequence for our model. For < V, A >, define vertexsequence s v : V → {1, 2, .., |V |} as a one-to-one mapping.
Let cycle c consists of v 1 v 2 ..v n v n+1 , where v n+1 = v 1 . Then, the vertex-reverse number is defined as r vtwi (c,
When there exist multiple ways to index vertices for a cycle and accordingly multiple values of the vertex-reverse number (which is possible when the cycle is punctured), we set the vertex-reverse number for the cycle as the minimum among them. We say that cycles in C ⊆ C G are in a vertex-twisted relation, or simply that they are vertex-twisted if we cannot take any vertex-sequence s v such that r vtwi (c, s) = 1 for every c ∈ C. We say that cycles in C ⊆ C G are minimum vertex-twisted when there exists no vertex-twisted cycles C ′ ⊂ C.
Note that although any punctured cycle as in Figure 14 is vertex-twisted by itself, the notion of vertex-twisted is not trivial in the sense that cycles that are not punctured can be also vertex-twisted, as already shown in Figure 13 , and as shown in Figure 15 .
The property of vertex-twist for a given f-Network refers to whole relations of vertextwisted among its cycle sets as well as their vertex-reverse numbers.
The following lemma is our main result on the relevance of the vertex-twist property for the residual part of the max SFCP.
Lemma 4. vertex-twisted and R max (.) Given a closed f-Network N f and its closed cycle decomposition that is characterized with
C ∈ C N f and {f c } c∈C , R max (N f , C, {f c } c∈C ) = 0 if
and only if C is not vertex-twisted.
Proof. When C is not vertex-twisted, then from its definition, we can always take vertexsequence s v on vertices in C such that the vertex-reverse number is |c| − 1 for all c ∈ C. Denote each set of vertices as
Since there exists no vertex-twisted cycle, such a sequence s lets us take p c such that each decomposed fsp-Network is e-covered and
What needs to be shown is that a combined fsp-Network with the decomposed fsp-Network is e-covered. For each vertex v ∈ V , take any two out-arrows a
. This is true for any two out-arrows. Thus, the combined fsp-Network is e-covered.
For the converse direction, take a sequence s that realizes 
. This is true for every cycle c ∈ C. Then, we can naturally define partial order < on v ∈ V c from sequence s such that each head-vertex is the largest and becomes smaller in the direction opposite to that indicated by the arrows. We can always take the vertex-sequence to be consistent with the order <, and under such a vertex-sequence, the vertex-reverse number is 1 for every cycle c ∈ C. Thus, C is not vertex-twisted.
Note that if the cycles in C are arrow-twisted, then they are also vertex-twisted as stated in the following lemma. The opposite is not always true, as is easily confirmed.
Lemma 5. arrow-twisted and vertex-twisted Given G =< V, A > and C G , then for any
Proof. Suppose that C is not vertex-twisted. Then, by definition, we can take vertexsequence s v on vertices in C such that the vertex-reverse number is 1 for all c ∈ C. Take sequence s c on arrows for each c ∈ C such that s
We have r atwi (c, s c ) = 1 for every c ∈ C. Since we can always take a sequence for arrows on C such that it is consistent with all the s c , we know that C is not arrow-twisted. The above lemma states that twist structure expressed as arrow-twisted is relevant to both the lower bound and the upper bound, but in opposite directions. This implies that we cannot always argue only on the basis of the static nature of a payment network; we also need to consider the dynamic feature in the sense that how the order of settlement is to be formed.
Implications of Twist Properties
In this section, we show the implications of twist properties in the context of a realworld payment network. First, we present the classes of a clustered network, which form the basis for proceeding to classes of a small-world network. Under the former classes, we explicitly show two features imparted by the twist properties, which are argued to be complications to examine settlement efficiency. Then, we show that these are largely preserved in the latter classes, which are presumed to realistically capture the characteristics of real-world payment networks.
Networks with clustered structure
We proceed to consider two classes of f-Networks with clustered structure, each of which highlights the role of the arrow-twist/vertex-twist properties.
First, as a generalization of the f-Network shown in the left of Figure 9 , we construct type 1 clustered f-Network < V, A, f > as follows.
• Take arrows of (v 2k−2 , v 2k−1 ) for k = 1, 2, .., n with v 0 ≡ v n , and let this set be A 1 .
Take f (a) = f 1 for a ∈ A 1 .
• Take arrows of (v 2k , v 2k−3 ) for k = 1, 2.., n, with v −1 ≡ v n−1 , and let this set be A 2 . Take f (a) = f 2 for a ∈ A 2 .
• Take arrows of (v 2k−1 , v 2k ) for k = 1, 2, .., n, and let this set be A 3 . Take f (a) = 
The following result explicitly shows how the arrow-twist property is relevant to this class of network.
Theorem 5.
For Proof. See Appendix A.5
The theorem reveals the following two features associated with the arrow-twist property.
• non-proportional feature Suppose that either flow is sufficiently small as f 2 > f 3 ; then, a small increase in flow by f 3 + ∆ lets the min circulation increase by (n − 2)∆, while for sufficiently large f 3 > f 2 , the same increase at most increases the min circulation only by ∆.
• regime-change feature Suppose that either flow is smaller as f 2 > f 3 , and it attains min circulation with some sequence s. Now, sufficiently increase the amount of flow f 3 such that f 3 > f 2 . Then, the min circulation for the derived f-Network is never attained with the original s. Now, we construct another type of clustered f-Network that captures the essence of the f-Network shown in the left of Figure 12 , which is introduced as type 2 clustered f-Network < V, A, f > as follows.
• Take arrows of (v k , v k+1 ) for k = 1, 2, .., n with v n+1 ≡ v 1 , and let this set be A 1 .
• Take arrows of (v k+1 , v k ) for k = 1, 2, .., n with v n+1 ≡ v 1 , and let this set be A 2 . Take f (a) = f 2 for a ∈ A 2 . Further, we have the following closed cycle decomposition.
Observation 2. type 2 clustered f-Network < V, A, f > is closed. In addition, it is symmetric in the sense that
The following result shows how the arrow-twist property is relevant to this class of network.
Theorem 6.
For
if the above value is realized with sequence s on
Proof. See Appendix A.6.
The theorem reveals the following two features associated with the vertex-twist property.
• non-proportional feature Suppose that either flow is sufficiently small as f 1 > f 2 ; then, a small increase in flow by f 2 +∆ lets the max circulation increase by (n−2)∆, while for sufficiently large f 1 > f 2 , the same increase at most increase min circulation only by ∆.
• regime-change feature Suppose that either flow is smaller as f 1 > f 2 , and it attains max circulation with some sequence s. Now, sufficiently increase the amount of flow f 2 such that f 1 > f 2 . Then, the max circulation for the derived f-Network is never attained with the original s. 
Networks with small-world structure
We construct an f-Network with a small-world structure by the rewiring procedure, which was originally proposed by Watts and Strogatz (1998) to construct their WS model. In the face of directionality of an f-Network, we rewire in a fully connectivity preserving manner, as proposed by Maslov, Sneppen, and Alon (2003) , where both the out-degree and the in-degree are preserved. Further, the closed property is to be preserved.
First, we start with type 1 clustered f-Network < V, A, f > where f (a) ≥ f (a ′ ) for every a ∈ A 1 , a ′ ∈ A 2 in its construction. Follow the procedure below, for appropriate ratio p (0 ≥ p ≥ 1).
• choose
|V | 2
p, an odd number of arrows from A 2 , such that there are no two arrows whose vertex constitutes an arrow.
• randomly let the chosen arrows be repaired with each other; then, rewire by exchanging the end vertices while preserving each flow (for example, a pair ( , v b ) , and the flow for each old pair is preserved for each new pair).
The following theorem states that the synchronization factor characterized with the arrow-twist property and that with the vertex-twist property are sufficiently preserved by the above rewiring.
Theorem 7.
For a type 1 clustered f-Network N f , denote its rewired f-Network with
Proof. Suppose that we have already executed rewiring with k pairs. Observe that rewiring has partitioned the original cycle formed by c 2 into several cycles; here, we denote the number of cycles as k ′ . When we further execute rewiring with respect to an additional pair of arrows, the rewiring occurs either among one of the cycles, or between two of them. In the former case, one more cycle is added, and the total number of cycles is k ′ + 1. The latter case always lets the two cycles become one, which makes the total number of cycles k ′ − 1. Focusing on how the residual amount is affected by this, in either case, the minimum circulation decreases at most by f 2 .
Next, we similarly rewire type 2 clustered f-Network
′ ∈ A 2 in its construction. Follow the procedure below, for appropriate ratio p (0 ≥ p ≥ 1).
|V | 2
p an odd number of arrows from A 2 , such that there are no two arrows whose vertex constitutes an arrow.
• randomly let the chosen arrows be repaired with each other, then rewire by exchanging the end vertices while preserving each flow (for example, a pair (
, and the flow for each old pair is preserved for each new pair).
The following theorem states that synchronization factor characterized with the vertextwist property is sufficiently preserved by the above rewiring.
Theorem 8.
Proof. It is shown almost similarly to the previous theorem.
Discussion
For both the rewiring procedures, a clustered structure appropriately defined 25 would only be locally affected, while the average path length would be affected as much as that in the case of the WS model when n is sufficiently large relative to p. This implies that a small-world structure would emerge with appropriate p. In this sense, Theorems 7 and 8 indicate that the effects of the twist properties could be preserved under a small-world structure. Considering that real-world payment networks are argued to have a smallworld structure, our twist properties would have significance when applied to real-world payment networks.
A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.
We show the proof in a constructive manner. For an e-covered < V, A, f, s, p > on a closed < V, A, f >, we derive a set of e-covered fsp-Networks for some closed cycle decomposition of < V, A, f > by executing the unbundling procedure for each v ∈ V , which proceeds as follows. 25 There is an argument regarding how the clustering structure should be formally captured in the face of directionality; see Malliaros and Vazirgiannis (2013) , which surveys the relevant literature.
Initially, let
After the above unbundling procedure for each v ∈ V , we let consecutive arrows be arbitrarily connected to each other with each same flow and relevant potential so as to form a closed cycle decomposition. Then, we can always connect consecutive pairs by taking an appropriately small unit of flow attached when necessary. Further, by attaching an appropriate sequence for each derived decomposed f-Network that is consistent with the original sequence, each derived connected fsp-Network is to be e-covered by construction. Figure 19 shows our unbundling procedure for the example shown in Figure 18 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 2 ensures that our search for fsp-Networks on the basis of closed cycle decomposed f-Networks always includes suitable fsp-Networks in the sense that they realize min circulation. What remains to be shown is that we correctly choose the suitable fspNetworks by minimizing the circulation for closed cycle decomposed f-Networks. This is ensured by the next lemma.
Lemma 6.
> is e-covered for every c ∈ C, and we can take s : V → {1, 2, .., |A|} which is consistent with
Proof. As long as {s c } c∈C is consistent with s, it is straightforward that combining covered fsp-Networks always gives a covered fsp-Network.
The lemma states that our search on the basis of closed cycle decomposed f-Networks never let us find smaller circulation than the "true" min circulation. Combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 6, we end our proof.
suppose that there exists an undominated closed cycle decomposition with some other
Lemma 10. invariance of undominated closed cycle decomposition
For a closed 
The derived set of closed cycles constitutes a new closed cycle decomposition. From its construction, the sum of flows for the derived cycles is the same as F v , which shows that the derived closed cycle decomposition is also undominated. 
A.5.1 Defluent Partition
First, we prepare terminologies in order to formally describe the relevant monotonicity. The key terminology is defluent. Monotonicity implied by defluent refers to how flow bifurcates, which lies in the monotonicity implied by tree with regard to how arrows connect to each other. Figure 20 helps clarify our following terminologies.
We start by defining tree. First consider a graph that is not directed, which we denote as < V, E > where each e ∈ E is an unordered pair of vertices denoted as e = {v, v ′ } with some v, v ′ ∈ V . We allow multiple edges for the same pair of vertices. We say that < V, E > has a cycle if there exists a sequence of vertices such that every two consecutive vertices are included as a different edge and the same vertex can be shown more than one time in the sequence. For a directed graph < V, A >, we can take its underlying undirected graph < V, E > by replacing each ordered pair with an unordered pair. Now we term a directed graph < V, A > as a tree if it is connected and its underlying undirected graph < V, E > has no cycle. Note that if < V, A > is a tree, then it has no cycle on the basis of a directed graph, but the opposite is not necessarily true since our definition of tree does not allow even a cycle on the basis of an undirected graph to exist. For tree < V, A >, we term each vertex v ∈ V that has no arrow that starts at v as a leaf.
A tree < V, A > is termed as a rooted tree if there is one vertex v ∈ V designated as the root such that for any other vertex v ′ ∈ V \ v, there is a sequence of vertices from v to v ′ where every two consecutive vertices
A tree < V, A > is termed as a trunked tree if 1) it is a rooted tree, and 2) there is only one arrow (v, v ′ ) designated as the trunk such that it starts at the root v ∈ V . For a rooted tree, we can define height for each vertex within the tree. First we prepare the terminology length of a path. We say that the length of path A ′ is the number of arrows |A ′ |. Now, for a rooted tree < V, A >, the height of a vertex v ∈ V is the maximum length of the path to the leaves.
We have defined tree to obey the common usage. Since the definition is too strict for our purpose, we argue whether < V, A > has trunked tree representation or not. In order to define trunked tree representation, we prepare the terminology of hatchel. Directed graph < V, A > is hatcheled into < V ′ , A ′ > when we can take < V ′ , A ′ > through the following procedure. For every v ∈ V that has no arrow that starts at v, when there exist n > 1 multiple arrows that end at v, add n − 1 vertices. Then, for each of the arrows except arbitrary ones , replace v with each of the added vertices such that each arrow ends at each different vertex either at v or at some added vertex. For derived < V ′ , A ′ >, any vertex that has no arrow that starts at itself has no two arrows that end at itself. Now, we say that directed graph < V, A > has trunked tree representation
We proceed to define monotonicity regarding flow bifurcation. We say that < V, A, f > is defluent when 1) < V, A > has trunked tree representation < V ′ , A ′ >, and 2) for its v) . We are to argue partial monotonicity by examining a specific class of decomposition termed as defluent partition.
is partition when 1) for every k = 1, 2, .., K, < V k , A k > is connected, and 2) for any two
Finally, we say that a partition for < V, A, f > is a defluent partition when 1) each partitioned f-Network is defluent, and 2) any two partitioned f-Networks have no common vertex that is neither root nor leaf within either of the defluents. For any f-Network, there exists some defluent partition since a partition into each arrow is itself a defluent partition. 
Proof. 
For our input
The former is true since there is only one arrow that ends at v, while the latter is true since there is only one arrow that starts at v ′′ . In addition, we have p 
. until we reach each root. Such replacement of a sequence always realizes the minimum circulation with the associated e-covered fsp-Network, while letting p(v ′′ ) = 0 for every vertex except for root and leaves. By executing the procedure for every partitioned defluent, we have what is stated in the theorem.
A.5.2 Proof of Theorem 5
We prove the theorem using defluent partition.
Proof.
For our given f-Network with some n, take a defluent partition 
A.6 Proof of Theorem 6.
First, we prove the case of f 1 = f 2 for type 2 clustered f-Network < V, A, f > with |V | = n. We observe that under any e-covered fsp-Network < V, A, f, s, p >, p(v) ∈ {0, f 1 , 2f 1 } for any v ∈ V . We show that max circulation is nf 1 in the following steps. Denote V = {v 1 , v 2 , .., v n } with v n+1 ≡ v 1 as defined in its construction, such that every two consecutive vertices constitute a cycle itself.
Lemma 13.
If 
Proof. For p(v k ) = 2f 1 , both out-arrows need be settled before either of the in-arrows such that s((v k , v k+1 )) < s ((v k+1 , v k )), and s((v k , v k−1 )) < s ((v k −1 , v k ) ). As shown in the previous lemma, p (v k+1 ) ≤ f 1 , p(v k−1 ) ≤ f 1 . When we also have p(v k ′ ) = 2f 1 with k ′ ̸ = k, then, proceeding from both vertices to endow a potential on each passed vertex as f 1 , we need to attain some vertex v k ′′ both of whose neighbors have endowed potential f 1 . Thus, for v k ′′ , both in-arrows are settled before both out-arrows, which necessarily lets p(v k ′′ ) = 0, which completes our proof.
Suppose that there are i vertices that are endowed potential 2f 1 . Combining Lemma 13 and Lemma 14, we know that 0 ≤ i ≤ n 2 . When i = 0, each vertex can be endowed at most f 1 , which lets sum v∈V p(v) ≤ nf 1 . Further suppose that each is actually endowed f 1 potential. When we let each one vertex to be endowed f 2 potential, there need to be at least two vertices on both sides that need to be endowed 0 potential. We know that this never increases the circulation. This ends our proof for the case of f 1 = f 2 . Now it is almost straightforward for the case of f 1 > f 2 . The above proof shows that max circulation is now attained in the direction with r atwi (A 1 , s) = n − 1 with x max (N f ) = (n − 1)f 1 + f 2 .
A.7 Results relevant to Rotemberg (2011)
We follow the notation of Rotemberg (2011) 
